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Huian plasma high-density lipoprotein (HDL) were isolated

by a procedure employing polyanion precipitation and column

chromatography. Lipid and protein composition of the HDL

isolated by this method was found to be similar to another

HDL preparation isolated by ultracentrifugation. However,

minor differences were noted, including a higher phospholipid

and apoproteinE content and lower triglyceride content of

the HDL isolated by column chromatography.

Four subfraction of HDL were obtained following chroma-

tography on an anion exchange column. The subfraction four

had the highest esterified to free cholesterol ratio, the

second highest phospholipid to unesterified cholesterol, and

the lowest molecular weight. In addition it was consistently

coincided with lecithin: cholesterol acyltransferase (LCAT)

activity and found to be the best substrate for the enzyme.

i



INTRODUCTION

Plasma lipoproteins are transport vehicles for lipids

which are insoluble in the blood and other aqueous media.

They were first isolated and characterized by Macheboeuf in

1929 (Macheboeuf, 1929) from horse plasma. The findings by

many investigators that elevated levels of plasma lipids,

particularly cholesterol, correlated with premature cardio-

vascular disease (Keys et al., 1950; Kinsell et al., 1952;

Gofman et al., 1954) had initiated an intense activity in

this field during the 1950s. Human plasma lipoproteins have

been classified into four major classes: chylomicrons, very

low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) 1, low-density lipoproteins

(LDL), and high-density lipoproteins (HDL) (Lindgren et al.,

1972; Lees and Hatch, 1963). The lipid content of lipo-

proteins ranges from 98 per cent in chylomicrons to less

than 50 per cent in high-density lipoproteins (Table I).

In addition to facilitating the transport of lipids, the

apoproteins (apo) may act as enzyme cofactors (Fielding

et al., 1972; Havel et al., 1973), as recognition sites for

cell surface receptors (Brown and Goldstein, 1976), and as

determinants of structural apd physical properties of lipo-

protein complexes. In addition to their role as lipid

carriers, lipoproteins possess a broader function in lipid

1 Abbreviations used are VLDL, very low-density lipo-
proteins; LDL, low-density lipoproteins; HDL, high-density
lipoproteins; LCAT, lecithin cholesterol acyltransferase;
apo, apoprotein.
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metabolism CGldstein and Brown, 1977; Stein et al., 1975;

Fogelman t al., 19771. The liver and the small intestine

are responsible for lipoprotein biosynthesis and secretion.

The recent findings of an inverse relationship between

Wigh-density lipoprotein concentration and the progress of

atherosclerosis have focused a great deal of attention on

the structure and metabolism of HDL. It has been postulated

that low plasma concentrations of high-density lipoproteins

may result in decreased cholesterol clearance from

peripheral tissues, including the arterial wall, with

subsequent enhancement of the atheromatous process (Miller

and Miller, 1975).

Several studies have shown that lipoprotein biosynthe-

sis results in production of particles which undergo gradual

but definite restructuring by means of lipolytic enzyme and

exchange reactions once they reach the circulation (Eisenberg

and Levy, 1975). The best known of these are lipoprotein

lipase, which acts on core triglyceride, and LCAT, which alters

the surface phospholipid and cholesterols of lipoproteins.

Chemical analysis of "nascent" HDL isolated from rat liver

perfusate (Hamilton, 1972) indicates that these particles

are rich in proteins, phospholipids, and cholesterol but

are deficient in cholesteryl esters. They appear as discs of
0

about 45 A when viewed by electron microscopy. In contrast,

HDL from normal fasting plasma are spherical particles of

molecular weight ranging from 200,000 to 400,000, consisting
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of approximately 45 - 55 per cent protein, 30 per cent

phospholipid and 20 per cent cholesterol and cholesteryl

ester. Their major apoproteins, apoproteinAI and apoprotein-

AII constitute about 95 per cent of HDL protein mass, while

apoC and apoE account for 5 per cent of the total protein.

Apoproteins are thought to be on the surface of the lipid/

protein complexes which appear as spherical particles of
0

70 - lOOA in diameter and appear to be composed of several

subunits (Forte et al., 1968, 1971). HDL is usually

isolated by preparative ultracentrifugation in the presence

of high salt concentration, but detergents or organic

solvents are able to dissociate the lipid/protein complex.

These findings suggested that hydrophobic forces are

responsible for the maintenance of the overall structure

of these macromolecules.

The lipoprotein classes have been shown to be composed

of several subfractions, and during the past decade numerous

reports have described their subfractionation by various

techniques. The problem of heterogeneity of lipoproteins

in general and HDL in particular is very significant, since

individual high-density lipoprotein fractions have shown

different behavior toward the plasma cholesterol esterifying

enzyme (Glomset et al., 1966), and the most reactive

substrates are also efficient in removing membrane cholesterol

(Glomset, 1970).
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As early as 1965 human serum HDL was found to be heter-

ogeneous with respect to electrophoretic mobility and

immunochemical behavior (Levy and Fredrickson, 1965). Later,

the serum HDLs were subfractionated by ultracentrifugation

into three to six distinct fractions differing in their

chemical composition (Camejo et al.., 1971; Laggner et al.,

1976). Kostner and coworkers have isolated several subfamilies

of HDL, each of them containing a single apoprotein as their

protein moiety (Kostner and Alaupovic, 1972). Investigators

using analytical and preparative isoelectric focusing have

shown even higher degrees of heterogeneity of HDL particles

(Kostner et al., 1969; Sundram et al., 1972). More recently

human high-density lipoprotein fractions HDL2 and HDL3

isolated by preparative ultracentrifugation have been

subfractionated further by hydroxylapatite chromatography

into five to six subfractions with different lipid and protein

compositions (Kostner and Holasek, 1977).

Human plasma lecithin:cholesterol acyltransferase

(EC 2.3.1.43) is secreted into plasma mainly from the liver

(Simon and Boyer, 1970; Clark and Norum, 1977) and catalyzes

the esterification of cholesterol by transfer of a fatty

acid from the C-2 position of phosphatidylcholine to form

cholesteryl ester (Glomset etal., 1962).

High-density lipoproteins (HDL) and very high-density

lipoproteins (VHDL) were reported to be preferred substrates
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for LCAT (Akanuma and Glomset, 1968; Fielding and Fielding,

19711. In addition, experiments carried out with partially

purified LCAT showed that RDL 3 not HDL was the preferred

substrate for the enzyme (Pinon et al,, 1980). The basis

for this preferential action of the enzyme is not well

established, but it may be related to the affinity of the

enzyme toward the smaller HDL to form a specific enzyme-

substrate complex. The relative amount of lecithin compared

with unesterified cholesterol and relative amounts of HDL

apoproteins have also been implicated as factors in the

reaction (Akanuma and Glomset, 1968). ApoAI, the major

polypeptide component of HDL, was found to be an activator

for the LCAT reaction (Fielding et al., 1972). From model

studies it has also been concluded that LCAT reacts readily

with lipid in liposomes that contain a 3:1 molar ratio of

lecithin to cholesterol (Nichols and Gong, 1971). VLDL, when

added to whole plasma has also been reported to increase the

rate of the LCAT reaction (Marcel and Vezina, 1973). Sub-

sequent studies, performed with highly purified enzyme and

pure lipoproteins, reported an increase in the rate of VLDL-

cholesterol esterification in the presence of a very high-

density plasma fraction (David et al., 1976). In contrast to
all the evidence concerning preferential action of LCAT on

HDL, patients with Tangier disease (almost complete absence

of HDL) showed "normal" plasma LCAT activity (Assmann, 1976).
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Although mrost of the tissues of the body, including

the arterial wall and atheromatous lesions, are able to

synthesize cholesterol, it can be catabolized and excreted

in significant amounts only by the liver. Therefore,

cholesterol must be transported from all other tissues to

the liver during cholesterol turnover. Evidence presented

by a number of investigators suggests that HDL may play an

important role in the removal of cholesterol from tissues.

HDL has been shown by kinetic studies to be a major deter-

minant of the size of the body cholesterol pool (Nestel

et al., 1969). The postulated role of LCAT in cholesterol

transport was first based on the finding that LCAT could

promote the transfer of unesterified cholesterol from

plasma membrane to HDL (Murphy, 1962). It has been proposed

that HDL transports plasma membrane cholesterol to the liver

in three steps: 1) first it reacts with LCAT; then 2) it

receives unesterified cholesterol from plasma membranes; and

finally, 3) it releases cholesterol esters to the liver

(Glomset, 1968). This process has been shown to be

accelerated by the addition of HDL to the "medium." In

addition, cholesterol accumulation in many tissues, including

the blood vessel walls, has been found in patients with

Tangier disease (Fredrickson, 1966) .

Another role of LCAT has also been postulated by

Schumaker and Adams (1969). Their theory suggests that
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LCAT might play a role in preserving the overall structure of

chylomicrons and VLDL particles. The action of lipoprotein

lipase, which hydrolyzes the core triglyceride of these

lipoproteins, results in the production of particles with

the core material substantially reduced. However their

surface components (phospholipid and unesterified cholesterol)

remain essentially intact. LCAT seems to be required for

removing the excess phospholipid and unesterified cholesterol

to maintain the proper surface -to volume ratio for the

orderly catabolism of these lipoprotein particles.

Other contributions supporting the role of HDL in

cholesterol clearance from tissues come from studies per-

formed _in vitro with cultured cells. Burns and Rothblat

(1969) suggested that HDL should be most effective in

facilitating the efflux of cholesterol from tissue culture

cells. Recently, Stein et al. (1975) and Stein and Stein

(1973) using rat aortic smooth muscle cells have shown that

both HDL and its lipid-free apoprotein increase the cholesterol

efflux from these cells. Yet another explanation for the

protective role of HDL has been proposed by Carew et al.

(1976). They have found a marked decrease in binding,

internalization, and degradation of LDL into the cell incubated

in the presence of HDL. Therefore, if uptake of LDL by

arterial wall smooth muscle cells is involved in the initiation

or the development of atheromatous lesions, then HDL might
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directly interfere with this process. Earlier reports of an

inverse relationship between plasma HDL concentration and

the size of body cholesterol pool further supports the notion

that HDL is instrumental in promoting removal of tissue choles-

terol (Miller and Miller, 1975). Cholesterol of atheroma

appears to be derived from the plasma more than front local

synthesis (Zilversrnit, 1968) , and its deposition must, there-

fore, result from an imbalance between the accumulation of

lipoprotein cholesterol and its subsequent clearance. Patients

with Tangier disease have shown accumulation of cholesteryl

esters in foam cells in many tissues. In contrast to what

might be expected, this genetic HDL deficiency may be an

important exception to the general idea that lower concentra-

tions of HDL are related to the accelerated risk of athero-

sclerosis (Assmann et al., 1977). So far less than the

expected incidence of coronary artery disease or peripheral

vascular disease has been found in these patients with homo-

zygous and heterozygous Tangier disease.

Nascent HDL freshly secreted from the liver appear to

consist of a bilamellar structure rich in phospholipid and

free cholesterol. Upon interaction with LCAT in the

circulation, these particles become rapidly remodeled to

normal spherical lipoproteins which are rich in cholesterol

esters (Hamilton et al. , 1976). Subsequent restructuring

of HDL takes place through the transfer of lipids and
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apoproteIns from other lipoproteins. Some cholesteryl esters

formed by the TLCAT reaction are transferred nonenzymatically

from RDL to VLDL in exchange for triglyceride (Nichols and

Smith, 1965). More recently Chajek and Fielding (1978) have

isolated a specific protein which catalyzes the net transport

of cholesteryl esters from HDL to VLDL and LDL. Since HDL

was reported to be the most reactive substrate for LCAT,

the transport system proposed by Chajek and Fielding (1978)

may be a major pathway for removal of cholesteryl esters from

HDL. It has been suggested that uptake of the intact HDL

by the liver may be another possible pathway for removal of

cholesteryl esters (Nakai et al., 1976; Van Berkel et al.,

1977; Drevon et al., 1977).

The net result of the action of LCAT on HDL particles

is to increase their content of cholesterol and their mole-

cular size. However, the LCAT reaction diminishes the

unesterified cholesterol and lecithin of other plasma

lipoproteins (Glomset et al., 1970). Although the importance

of these lipid exchanges is not precisely known, the equi-

librium of lipid components of lipoproteins in the plasma

compartment may regulate physical properties such as fluidity

of lipoprotein and membrane surfaces which, in turn, may

influence enzymatic degradation. In addition the lipoprotein

structure and composition may control the specificity and

the rate of the LCAT reaction. A large proportion of
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lysolecithin which is formed by the LCAT reaction does not

seeem to be retained by the lipoproteins, but instead it becomes

associated with serum albumin (Glomset, 1963; Switzer et al.,

1965).

The physiological role of LCAT in lipoprotein metabolism

is not yet adequately defined. One of the problems in under-

standing the role of the enzyme is that there is still very

little information about the uptake and catabolism of

circulating lipoproteins. LCAT might affect the properties

and consequently the metabolism of circulating lipoproteins

by changing their polar and non-polar lipid components.

However, since most of the cholesterol of freshly isolated

lipoproteins is already esterified, it is difficult to

investigate the LCAT reaction using lipoproteins by in vitro

studies. The discovery of familial LCAT deficiency (Norum

and Gjone, 1967) has provided a great opportunity to study the

metabolic role of the LCAT reaction. Abnormal lipoproteins

were found in plasma of most of the patients (Glomset and

Norum, 1973; Glomset et al., 1974). All the isolated lipo-

proteins had a very low content of esterified cholesterol

and a high content of unesterified cholesterol and lecithin.

Tryglyceride concentrations compared to the other lipids were

low in VLDL and high in LDL in contrast to the corresponding

lipoproteins of normal subjects.

Due to the recent clinical interest in HDL and HDL

metabolism, many studies are currently in progress probing
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the changes in HDL composition with regard to specific

physiological and clinical states. It is thus highly

desirable that efficient procedures be made available that

ensure the isolation of HDL particles without significant

losses of polypeptide or lipid components. The aim of this

study was to isolate HDL using an affinity chromatography

technique without the use of ultracentrifuge. Numerous

reports have appeared in the literature indicating that

certain apoproteins are lost from HDL during centrifugation

(Albers and Aladjem, 1971; Cheung and Albers, 1979). The

lipid and protein composition of HDL isolated by affinity

chromatography was compared to the HDL prepared by the

combination of ultracentrifugation and gel chromatography

(Rudel et al., 1974). The study described below was also

designed to fractionate HDL using ion-exchange chromato-

graphy and to characterize the isolated fractions according

to their lipid and protein content. The interaction of

these subfractions with the purified LCAT preparation was

also studied.

Experimental approaches utilizing synthetic lipid

mixtures and purified enzyme have shown that the major

apoprotein of HDL (apoAI) was an activator for the LCAT

reaction (Fielding et al., 1972). Other investigators

utilized partially purified enzyme and showed that, with

sonicated dispersions of lecithin and cholesterol as

substrates, the rate of esterification was dependent on the
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molar ratio of lecithin to cholesterol and on the amount

of apo"--DL3 added to the reaction mixture (Nakagawa and

Nishida, 1973). In addition, a heat denatured human plasma

(Glomset, 1963) and intact lipoproteins (Kostner, 1978;

David et al., 19761 have been used in studies to probe the

enzymatic properties of LCAT. Howeer, information concerning

the interaction of highly purified <CAT preparations with

subpopulations of HDL is not yet available. Therefore, the

elucidation of the physical and chemical properties of the

most reactive substrate for LCAT is a prerequisite for more

detailed studies on the mechanism of the action of LCAT.
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Methods

Preparation of HDL

The following procedure was developed for the isolation

of HDL from human plasma consisting of three steps. The

blood was obtained from a healthy donor after overnight fast.

Upon separation of plasma at 40C by low-speed centrifiguation,

1.2 mM DTNB was added to inhibit LCAT activity.

1) Dextran Sulfate Precipitation

High-density lipoproteins were isolated from plasma by

the method of Hatch and Lees (1968). Fresh human plasma

was brought to 0.2 per cent with respect to dextran sulfate

and 0.1 M in CaCl2 by the addition of a 5 per cent (w/v)

solution of dextran sulfate and 2 M solution of CaCl2'

After mixing for a few minutes, the suspension was stored at

40 C for at least 15 hours. The supernatant which container

HDL and most of the plasma proteins recovered by centri-

fugation for 30 minutes at 9,000 x g at 40C.

2) DDA-agarose Affinity Chromatography

Dodecylamine-agarose was prepared according to the

procedure of Deutch et al. (1973) and the coupling method

of March et al. (1974). The lipoprotein saturated DDA-

agarose was prepared as described by Lacko and Chen (1977).

Briefly, the DDA-agarose column (2.5 x 30 cm) was equilibrated

with 0.01 M Tris, 5 mM EDTA, 0.3 M NaCl, pH 7.4 and then

copious amounts (3 x 4 column volume) of the supernatant

15
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prepared from human plasma by polyethylene glycol treatment

(Vikhari, 1976) was applied to saturate the column with HDL.

The supernatant had been prepared by adding polyethylene glycol

(PEG 6000) to human plasma to achieve a 6 per cent (w/v)

concentration. The column was first washed with buffer,

then with demonized water, and finally was equilibrated with

buffer. A 5 M NaCl solution was added to the supernatant

from the previous step to achieve the conductivity of about

27 - 30 mMHO. The "high conductivity" supernatant was

applied to the DDA-agarose column, and the column was washed

with the equilibrating buffer until the absorbance at 280 nm

dropped to 0.01. Deionized water pH 7.4 was used to elute

the HDL.

3) Ant i-albumin Affinity Chromatography

Antibody was elicited against human serum albumin (HSA)

by injecting HSA mixed with complete Freund's adjuvant

intramuscularly into goats. Immunoglobulins were prepared

by ammonium sulfate precipitation (33 per cent saturation),

and were conjugated with the cyanogen bromide activated

Sepharose-4B as described by Holmquist and Carlson (1978).

A column 1.5 x 25 cm) was packed with anti-HSA-agarose beads

under gravity and equilibrated with 20 mM sodium phosphate

buffer. Then, the HDL obtained by DDA-agarose chromatography

was applied to the anti-HSA agarose column and eluted .with

the same buffer to isolate the serum albumin-free HDL
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fractions. The column was regenerated by eluting the absorbed

HSA with 2 sodium thiocyanate. The isolated HDL was examined

with anti-albumin antibody by radial immunodiffusion

(Ouchterlony, 1953), and was found to be free of serum albumin.

The flow sheet of the HDL preparation is shown in Figure 1.

Isolation of Control HDL

High-density lipoproteins were prepared as described by

Rudel et al. (1974). The density of 30 ml of fresh normal

human plasma was raised to 1.225 with KBr and centrifuged at

100,000 x g for 24 hours at 150C. The isolated lipoproteins

were subjected to agarose-column chromatography (Bio-Gel A-5M)

to isolate the three major classes of lipoproteins. The lipid

and protein composition of this HDL preparation was compared

to that which had been isolated by DDA-agarose chromatography.

DE-52 Chromatography

The pre-swollen DEAE cellulose (DE-52) was equilibrated

with 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. A column

(2.5 x 30 cm) was packed under gravity and was washed with

20 mM sodium phosphate buffer until the pH and conductivity

of the eluant was the same as that of the equilibrating

buffer. Twelve ml of HDL concentrate collected from the

anti-albumin column (containing 220 mg of protein) was

applied to the column. The column was first washed with

400 ml of 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4, followed by gradient
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Figure 1. Scheme of Preparation of HDL.
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Plasiga (Fastedj individual, contains 1.2 nM DTNB)

Dextran Sulfate (0.2%)

Calcium Chloride (0.1 M)
1 0

Centrifuge at 4 C
9000 x g

Preciitate Supelnatant
LDL and VLDL HDL and
(Discard) Plasma Proteins

4
DDA-agarose

Chromatography

Product: HDL and LCAT
Traces of Serum Albumin

Remove the Albumin
(Antibody adsorption)

4
Product: HDL Characterized by

1) Lack of LDL and serum
albumin

2) Typical apoprotein pattern
3) Typical lipid pattern
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elution. The gradient was generated by mixing 400 ml of

20 mi phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, with 300 ml of the same

buffer containing 0.3 M NaCl. Fractions of 3.5 ml were

collected at a flow rate of 32 ml/hr. Aliquots of fractions

eluted from the DE-52 column were tested for the presence

of LCAT activity using HDL as substrate in the presence of

2-mercaptoethanol. The HDL substrate contained approximately

0.5 mg/ml of HDL and 2 per cent of free fatty acid free

albumin (Chen, 1967) in 0.01 M Tris buffer containing 0.005 M

EDTA and 0.15 M NaCl pH 7.4. Twenty microliters of each

fraction were added to 180 microliter of 3H-cholesterol

labeled HDL substrate (approximately 80,000 dpm) containing

5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and incubated for two hours at 370 C.

The reaction was stopped by addition of twenty volumes of

chloroform-methanol (2:1 v/v). The lipid extracts were

analyzed for unesterified cholesterol (UC) and cholesterol

ester (CE) content as described by Lacko et al. (1972).

The LCAT activity was expressed as per cent cholesterol

esterified per hours.

Delipidation of HDL Subfractions

Butanol/diisopropylether was used as the extraction

mixture as, described by Cham and Knowles (1976). Two volumes

of butanol/diisopropylether (40:60v/v) were mixed with one

volume of HDL subfractions, and the mixture was rotated

end-over-end at 28 - 30 rpm for 1.5 hr. at room temperature.
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After the extraction, the mixture was centrifuged at 2,000 rpm

for two minutes to separate the two phases. The organic

phase was removed by carefully aspirating it,using a needle

and syringe, and was dried under nitrogen and stored at 40 C for

thin layer chromatography.

Urea Gel Electrophoresis

Apoproteins of HDL subfractions were subjected to

electrophoresis as described below. Polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis in the presence of 7 M urea was carried

out in 7.5 per cent gels using a modification of the method

of Kane (1973). The following stock solutions were prepared

and stored at 4 0C. The acrylamide stock solution for

resolving gels was prepared by dissolving 40 g of acrylamide

and 1.1 g of bis(N,N'-methylene-bis-acrylamide) in 100 ml

of distilled water. Tris buffer-TEMED solution was prepared

by dissolving 24.23 g Tris and 0.3 ml of TEMED in 100 ml of

distilled water, and the pH was adjusted to 9.1 with

hydrochloric acid. A 6.25 mM solution of ammonium persulfate

was prepared fresh. The following stock solutions were

prepared for stacking gels. The acrylamide solution was

prepared by dissolving 13.3 g acrylamide and 1.1 g of bis

CN,N'-methylene-bis-acrylamide) in 100 ml of distilled water.

The buffer-TEMED solution was prepared by dissolving 29.07 g

of Tris and 01.3 ml of TEMED in a final volume of 100 ml

of distilled water, and the pH was adjusted to 6.7 with
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phosphoric acid. A 0.027 mg/ml solution of riboflavin and

a 4.25 mM solution of ammonium persulfate were prepared

fresh. The upper tank buffer was prepared by dissolving

2.58 g Tris and 1.74 g glycine in 500 ml of distilled

water, and the pH was adjusted to 8.9. The lower tank

buffer was prepared by dissolving 7.25 g of Tris and 30 ml of

1 M HCl in a final volume of 500 ml of distilled water. The

pH was adjusted to 8.07 with 6 M hydrochloric acid. To

form the resolving gel, equal volumes of acrylamide and

Tris-TEMED solutions were mixed and 0.64 g crystalline urea

was dissolved in each ml of the "mixture," and it was

filtered through a millipore filter. The same concentration

of the urea was dissolved in persulfate solution, and then

equal parts of acrylafnide-buffer mixture and persulfate

solution were mixed and degassed for three minutes. The

gels were poured in the gel tubes (0.5 x 12.5 cm) to the

height of 9.5 cm. Distilled water was then carefully layered

on top of the gel to give a level surface. The gels were

allowed to polymerize for 45 minutes at 250 C, and the

distilled water was aspirated from the surface.

To form the stacking gel, equal volumes of acrylamide

and buffer-TEMED solutions were mixed and 0.64 g crystalline

urea was added per ml of the "mixture." Equal volumes of

riboflavin and persulfate solution were also added. Urea

concentration was adjusted to that of the separating gel.
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The above "mixtures" were combined and poured in gel tubes.

Then, distilled water was layered on the top. Apoprotein

from aqueous phase of lipid extraction were mixed with an

equal volume of 10 M urea solution containing 0.01 per cent

bromphenol blue and boiled for five to ten minutes. Then

samples were carefully applied on top of the gels. A

constant current of 1.25 mA per tube was applied until the

tracking dye entered the lower gel, and then the current

was increased to 2.5 mA per tube. Electrophoresis was

stopped when the dye band reached 2 cm from the bottom of

the tubes. The gels were removed and stained in a Coomassie

blue G-250 solution as described by Blakesly and Boezi (1977)

for eight hours. The gels were then stored and destained

by several changes of distilled water. To determine the

relative composition of individual polypeptides, polyacrylamide

gels gels were scanned at 580 nm,using a Helena "Quick Scan"

densitometer.

Lipid Analysis by Thin-Layer Chromatography

The organic phase of the delipidization step was

analyzed for lipid content as described by Wilson (1979).

The following solvent mixtures were prepared. Solvent I

consisted of chloroform, methanol, acetic acid, and water

(25:15:4:2, by volume), solvent II was a mixture of n-hexane,

diethylether, acetic acid (40:10:0.5, by volume), and

solvent III consisted of n-hexane and diethylether (19:1, by
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volume). The pQlygram sil G 1y plates (20 x 20 cm) were

washed overnight in solvent I in the thin-layer chromato-

graphy chamber. Then, the plates were dried at 37 0C and

stored at room temperature. The 7 x 6 cm plates were cut

from 20 x 20 cm plates and prewashed again in solvent I

for thirty to forty-five minutes; then, the plates were dried

and activated in a 500 C oven for fifteen minutes. The samples

of 2 - 4 pl were applied on the plate at 370C, and the spots

were dried at 370 C for three minutes, and the plate was

then developed in solvent I up to 2 cm above origin. After

the plate was dried at 370 C for three minutes, it was

developed in solvent II up to 5 cm above the origin and

dried again at 370 C for two minutes. Finally, the plate was

developed in solvent III up to 5 cm above origin and was

dried at 370 C. The dried plate was then sprayed with

20 per cent ammonium bisulfate in 50 per cent ethanol and

again dried at 370C. Then, it was put in the cold oven on

an aluminum block, and a piece of clean glass was placed on

the top of it. The oven was turned on to high and was

adjusted to 1700 C. The plate was heated at 1700 C for two

hours. It was subsequently allowed to cool down for thirty

minutes, and it was scanned on the Helena Quick Scan R & D

attached to a Quick Quant II Computer. The area under each

peak was estimated by the instrument.
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Molecular Weight Determination of HDL Subfractions

The olecular weiht of RDL subfractions were estimated

from elution volumes of a calibrated column (1.5 x 85 cm)

packed with Sepharose (CL-6B by plotting Kay against log MW

where K = Veo Where Ve is the elution volume of the
av Vt'V0

material used measuredd at the peak maximum), V0 is the

void volume (determined by the elution volume of Blue Dextran)

and Vt is the total bed volume. The elution of all samples

in this experiment was performed with 20 mM sodium phosphate

buffer, pH 7.4. Bovine serum albumin (M, 67,000) rabbit

muscle aldolase (MW, 158,000), beef liver catalase (MW,

240,000), horse spleen apoferritin (MW, 460,000) were used

as standards.

Substrate Efficiency of HDL Fractions

Subfractions of HDL eluted from DE-52 column were con-

centrated in a pressure dialysis cell (Amicon, Inc.),

dialyzed against 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, and

subsequently used as substrates for the LCAT reaction. LCAT

activity was determined by measuring the increase in the

concentration of cholesterol esters in the incubation mixture.

The free cholesterol concentration of subfractions was

determined enzymatically, using kits from Boehringer-Mannheim.

SA/3k-cholesterol mixture was prepared by adding 650 pl of

33 -cholesterol (0.005 mCi/ml in acetone, specific activity

9Ci/mmol) to 4 ml of charcoal treated HSA (8 per cent) slowly
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under nitrogen with continuous stirring (Stokke and Norum,

19711. Fifty microliters of the prepared HSA/ H-cholesterol

mixture was added to 20-200 pl of each of the subfractions

and the substrate mixtures were incubated for three hours 
at

4 C to allow equilibration of the tracer cholesterol with

unlabeled pool of the lipoproteins (David et al., 1976).

The assay mixtures contained approximately 330,000 dpm/ml

amounting to a cholesterol concentration of 0.016 nMoles/ml.

The tracer cholesterol contributed less than 1 per cent to

the total unesterified cholesterol pool and thus is not

expected to influence the rate of esterification by LCAT.

At the end of the preincubation time, 25 Pl of HSA was added

to adjust the final concentration to 2 per cent, and the final

assay volume was adjusted to 275 pl by adding 20 mM sodium

phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The albumin preparation used in

these assays was found to have less than 0.06 per cent contam-

ination by HDL apoproteins as indicated by radial immunodif-

fusion. The reaction was initiated by the addition of 20 P1

of highly purified (apoAI free) LCAT (0.075 mg/ml). Assays

were performed in duplicates with an average error of less

than 5 per cent. The assay tubes were incubated at 370 C for

three hours. 2-Mercaptoethanol was not included in this assay

mixture to restore the inhibition of endogenous LCAT activity.

The reaction was stopped by the addition of twenty volumes of

chloroformmethanol (2:1 v/v). The lipid extracts were analyzed
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for unesterif ed cholesterol (UC) and cholesterol ester (CE)

content as described by Lacko et al. (1972). The per cent

cholesterol esterified per hour values were multiplied by

the initial cholesterol (UC) concentration to give nmols/ml/hr.



RESULTS

Preparation of HDL

The "high conductivity" supernatant of the dextran sulfate

precipitation step was applied to a 
DDA-agarose column, and the

HDL was eluted by lowering of the ionic strength 
as described

in "Methods." The elution pattern is shown in Figure 2. The

high conductivity wash contained the bulk 
of plasma proteins

(Curve A). After absorbance at 280 nm dropped to 0.01, deion-

ized water was applied to elute the HDL. The single sharp

peak of HDL was detected by absorbance at 280 nm 
(Curve B).

Next, the stability of the lipoprotein saturated 
DDA-agarose

column had to be established during DDA-agarose chromatography.

Two hundred pg of HDL was labeled with 125I according to the

method of McFarlane (1964) and diluted with 20 mg of unlabeled

HDL from the same batch. The radioactive HDL sample was then

mixed with dextran sulfate/CaCl2 supernatant from a human

plasma sample and was subsequently used to saturate 
the DDA-

agarose with high-density lipoproteins. The specific radio-

activity of the bound HDL was determined and the radioactive

column was then used for the usual chromatography procedure

for the isolation of HDL. The elution profile is shown in

Figure 3, and results obtained showed that only about 1.4

per cent of the bound radioactivity was released corresponding

to a 4 per cent contamination of the product HDL due to

exchange or transfer of column material.

28
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Figure 2. Isolation of the HDL by the DDA-agarose

affinity chromatography. "High conductivity" dextran

sulfate supernatant was applied to a column (2.5 x 30 cm)

of DDA-agarqse which was equilibrated with 10 mM 
Tris-HCl

buffer, pH 7.4, containing 5 mM EDTA, 0.3 M NaCl. The

HDL was eluted with deionized water pH 7.4. Fractions

(9 ml) were collected and protein concentration 
(-U-)

and conductivity (-*m) were measured. The flow rate

was 50 ml/hr.
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Figure 3. 12 5 I-HDL saturated DDA-agarose chromatography

of HDL. Aliquot "high conductivity" dextran sulfate

supernatant was applied on the column and washed with
20 mM Tris-HCl buffer containing 5 mM EDTA and 0.3 M

NaCl. The HDL was eluted with demonized H 0, pH 7.4.
Eluted fractions were monitored for absorbance at 280

nm, (-e-), radioactivity (-*-), and conductivity (-S-).
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Comparison of the Properties of Two HDL Preparations

IsO lated b DDA Column Chromatography and

the Method of Rudel et al., 1974

HDL was isolated from 30 ml of plasma by DDA-agarose

chromatography. Another 30 ml of plasma from the same sample

was utilized to isolate HDL by the method of Rudel et al.

(1974). The HDL sample isolated by DDA-agarose chromato-

graphy contained no LDL as shown by immunodiffusion, but the

residual HSA still had to be removed by antibody adsorption.

The control HDL, isolated by the combination of preparative

ultracentrifugation and gel chromatography, still contained

traces of LDL and some serum albumin. Table II shows the

comparison of the lipid composition of the two HDL samples.

The HDL isolated by DDA-agarose chromatography appears to

have a lower triglyceride but higher phospholipid content than

the control. Table III shows the comparison of the relative

apoprotein composition of the two samples as revealed by

scanning polyacrylamide gels. A linear relationship was

observed between gel intensity and protein concentrations

between 10 and 100 pg (Figure 4). The relative amounts of the

major apoproteins appear to be quite similar in both samples.

However, the RDL isolated by DDA-agarose chromatography

showed considerably higher amounts of apoE than the ultra-

centrifuge preparation. This finding further supports the

reported results by other investigators that apoE is loosely
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Figure 4. The relationship between the area of the densito-
metric tracing of the stained bovine serum albumin band andthe amount of the protein loaded on the Gel. Densitometric
tracing of the gels at 580 nm were made using a Helena
Quick Scan.
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bound to the HDL surface and it disassociates during

u2ltracentrifugation.

Subfractionation of HDL b DE-52 Chromatography

The albumin free HDL pool was applied to a DEAE

cellulose (DE-521 column, which had been equilibrated with

20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. HDL subfractions were eluted

with a NaCl gradient as described previously. The

results are shown in Figure 5. Four subfractions were pooled

from the eluant and aliquots from each pool were subsequently

subjected to lipid analysis, apoprotein analysis, and reaction

with purified LCAT. LCAT activity was consistently associated

with fraction four indicating the specificity of the fraction-

ation procedure. This interaction between LCAT and the indi-

cated subfraction of HDL is probably due to the affinity of

the enzyme for this unique lipid/protein complex, rather than

to coincidental elution, since upon delipidation of this

material, the enzyme eluted from the DE-52 column at a

considerably lower ionic strength. Additional chromatography

on DE-52 did not appear to improve the homogeneity of the

isolated subfractions. The four regions were thus pooled

as shown in Figure 5 and used for further studies. The LCAT

assays for these experiments were carried out in the presence

of 2-mercaptoethanol to reactivate the enzyme which was origin-

ally inhibited by DTNB.
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Figure 5. Subfractionation of HDL by DE-52 chromagraphy.
The albimin-free HDL pool was applied to a column (2.5 x 30 cm)
of DE-52, which had been equilibrated with 20 mM phosphate
buffer, pH 7.4. A linear gradient (0.0 - 0.3 M) of NaCl
was applied, and 3.5 ml fractions were collected. The absorb-
ance at 280 nm (-@-) , conductivity (-*-), and LCAT activity(@-)
of fractions were determined. The flow rate was 32 ml/hr.
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Lipid Analysis

The organic phase of delipidated individual HDL sub-
fractions was applied to thin layer plates, developed and
stained as described in the "]Me hods" section. The densitom-

etry of the plates was conducted at 645 nm by a Helena

Quick Scan densitometer. The relative composition of

lipid constituents are shown in Table IV.

Subfractions one and two appeared nearly identical in
their lipid composition while subfractions three and four
showed markedly different patterns. Subfractions three and
four exhibited a lower content qf free cholesterol and

triglyceride and a higher ratio of esterified cholesterol

to free cholesterol than subfra tions one and two. Of
particular interest are the phospholipid to cholesterol

(PL/UC) and the cholesterol ester to cholesterol (CE/UC)

ratios (Table V). In this regar the latter subfractions

showed considerably higher CE/UC ratios than the earlier

ones while subfraction three had a much higher PL/UC ratio

than the other subfractions.

Apoprotein Analysis

The polypeptide composition of the isolated subfractions
was studied by two methods: urea gel electrophoresis and
specific electroimmunoassays (Al upovic et al.,, 1978). The

aqueous: phase of the delipidation step of each subfraction
was applied to 7.5 per cent poly- crylamide gels and subjected
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to electrophoresis in the presence of 7 M urea. The gels
were stained for protein as described in the "Methods"

section. The urea gel electrophoresis patterns of the four
subfractions revealed the presence of apoAI, apoAII and
the C apoproteins are discernible in all four subfractions
while apoE is most prominent in subfraction three and a
protein component apparently corresponding to LCAT is
essentially restricted to subfraction four.

Results of the electroimmunassays are shown in Table VI.
This method allowed the detection and quantitation of apoli-
poprotein D in addition to AI and AII. Subfractions three
and four contain the bulk of apolipoprotein D; fraction

three having nearly half of all the apo D of the isolated HDL.
e ao oete soatd DL

Molecular Weight Determination

The molecular weights of the individual HDL subfractions
were examined by gel chromatography on a calibrated sepharose
CL-6B column. Subfraction four (the one associated with
LCAT) was found to have the lowest molecular weight. The
molecular weights of the respective subfractions are shown
in Figure 6 and Table V. A survey of the properties of the
four isolated subfractions indicates that their character-
istics correspond to similar fractions isolated by
ultracentrifugation (Kostner and Holasek, 1977).
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Figure 6. Molecular weights of the standard proteins and
HDL subfraction presented as a function of Kav. A column
(1.5 x 85 cm) was packed with Sepharose CL-6B and equili-
brated with 0.02 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4.
10 mg/ml solutions of bovine serum albumin (MW, 67,000),
rabbit muscle adlolase (MW, 158,000), beef liver catalase
(MW, 240,000, and horse spleen apoferritin (MW, 460,000)
were used as standard proteins.
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Substrate Efficiency of HDL Subfractions

To investigate the extent of the ability of individual

JDL subfractions to react with LCAT, each subfraction was

labeled with 3 i-cholesterol and incubated with highly purified

LCAT preparations. The rate of cholesterol esterification was

determined for free cholesterol concentrations of 25-340

nmoles/ml (contained by each HDL subfraction). The results

in Figure 7 indicate that subfractions one and two reacted

poorly, while subfractions three and four showed a consider-

ably higher substrate potential for LCAT. Subfraction four,

which was consistently found to be associated with LCAT

activity, showed the highest reactivity with the enzyme. In

these experiments no 2-mercaptoethanol was used; thus the

endogenous activity contained in the HDL subfraction four

remained almost totally inhibited by the original adminis-

tration of DTNB. In addition, blank assays were performed

for each subfraction and the small amount of residual activity

was subtracted from the total to yield a net LCAT activity

representing the esterification carried out by the added

purified enzyme. The results are shown in Figure 7. Sub-

fraction three and four reacted more efficiently with LCAT

and subfraction four found to be the most reactive substrate

for the enzyme.

A number of parameters, previously related to LCAT

activity are listed in Table VI. Of these four parameters
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Figure 7. Reactivity of HDL subfractions with purified LCAT
as a function of unesterified cholesterol concentration. The
rate of cholesterol esterification was determined for aliquots
of subfraction one (-*-), subfraction two (-A-), subfraction
three (,o-), and subfraction four (-*-).
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considered, the' CE/UC ratio and the apparent molecular weight
showed some correlation wit. LCAT activity since the sub-
fraction with the highest CE/UC and lowest apparent molecular
weight turned out to be the best substrate for the enzyme.
Similar lipid, protein analysis of the HDL subfractions
and coisolation of LCAT with subfraction four was consistently
obtained from five IHDL preparations.



DISCUSSION

The studies presented here were designed to provide
information regarding the effects of lipid and protein
components of HDL on the LCAT reaction and to aid in the
characterization of the in vivo substrates of the enzyme.

High..density lipoproteins are secreted by the liver
in apparently. discoidall form," which are then transformed
into spherical plasma HDL as a result of cholesteryl ester
formation by the LCAT reaction (Marsh, 1976). Recently, a
great deal of interest has been focused on HDL composition
and metabolism, mainly because of the possible protective
role of these particles against atherosclerosis. The
postulated functions of HDL in cooperation with LCAT are
to remove cholesterol from the cell membranes of peripheral
tissues (Glomset, 1970), and to clear the excess surface
components of triglyceride-rich lipoproteins (Schumaker and
Adams, 1969).

"Nascent" HDL particles isolated from liver perfusate
contained apoE as their major and ApoAI as their minor
apoprotein components. However, circulating HDL isolated
from fasting plasma contained 90 per cent apoAI and apoAII
and only 10 per cent of other minor apoproteins including
apoE and apoD. Recently, Hamilton (1978) has shown that
"nascent" HDL isolated from rat liver (perfusate) were much
better substrates for LCAT than the circulating spherical

52
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macromolecules referred to as, plasma HDL. The in vivo life
span of human plasma HDL protein have been reported to be
3.5 to 5.8 days (Furman et al., 1964). Therefore, while

plasma HDL appears to be an inferior substrate to nascent

HDL in vitro,. th.e former HDL complex is much more available
to LCAT than the latter due to its much longer half life
in vivo. In addition, studies by Drevon et al. (1977)

suggested that plasma HDL which are the products of LCAT
reaction with "nascent" HDL are still the major potential
means for removing cholesterol from peripheral tissues.
Their finding further supports the idea that plasma HDL can
serve as a substrate for the LCAT reaction.

In this study, attempts were made to investigate the
interaction between the two major components of the reverse
cholesterol transport systems HDL and LCAT. Human plasma
HDL was isolated by an affinity chromatography method devel-
oped in our laboratory. The lipid and protein composition of
HDL isolated by this method was compared to the method which
involves ultracentrifugation and has been developed by
Rudel et al. (1974). High-density lipoproteins isolated by
the two methods were found to be very similar except for higher

phospholipid and lower TG content of the HDL isolated by
DDA-agarose method. Protein composition of the two preparations
were also similar with the exception of relatively low apoE
and apoCIII2 , and high apoCII content of HDL isolated by the



Rudel et al. technique. These results further support the
notion that ultracentrifugation alters the lipid and protein
distribution of isolated lipoproteins. The advantage of the
DDA-agarose chromatography technique is that it is rapid, and
does not involve exposure to high salt concentration which may
alter the HDL structure. Since LCAT and some serum albumin
were isolated along with HDL, the isolation procedure in this
study was carried at 40C and the enzyme activity was blocked

by treatment with DTNB. LCAT and serum albumin are usually
present in HDL prepared by ultracentrifugation (Cheung and
Albers, 1979), and prolonged treatment is needed for their
complete removal. The residual serum albumin in this study was
removed by antibody adsorption. The experiment with DDA-

ayarose saturated with P25I-HDL showed that an insignificant
amount (4 per cent) of "back bone" HDL (which was originally
used to saturate the column) exchanged with the isolated HDL.

Levy and Fredrickson (1965) showed that ultracentrifugation
is associated with alterations of high-density lipoprotein
structure and composition. The biological existence of two

conventional subfractions, HDL2 and HDL3 (Cornwell, 1965),
isolated by ulttacentrifugation were questioned by Levy and
Fredrickson (19651- Recent studies on preparation of lipo-
proteins by sequential ultracentrifugation have shown that
some alteration of HDL structure and composition, VLDL, LDL,
and HDL occurred (Herbert et al., 1975). Cheung and Albers

54
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UL979) have clearly shown that both preparative and density

gradient ultracentrifugation methods altered the polypeptide

distribution of high-densitty lipoproteins. Their findings

support earlier data indicating that apoAI is readily dis-

sociated from RDL during the centrifugation process (Albers

and Aladjem, 1971; Kostner et al., 1974). Studies with rat

lipoproteins showed that more than 50 per cent of the original

apoE was dissociated from HDL during sequential ultracentri-

fugation (Mahley and Holcombe, 1977). Therefore, the HDL

isolated in this study by the affinity chromatography method

may resemble the circulating HDL particles more closely in

structural, conformational, and compositional characteristics

than the preparations isolated by ultracentrifugation.

The aim of these studies was to isolate HDL using a

relatively mild procedure and to characterize the subfractions

separated by anion exchange chromatography. The HDL prepar-

ation was subjected to chromatography on DEAE cellulose

(Figure 5), giving rise to the data that suggest the presence

of at least four subfractions of HDL with apparently unique

lipid and/or apoprotein composition, and molecular weight.
During normal HDL catabolism from nascent particles to

plasma HDL (Hamilton, 1978) there may be many more subspecies
that exist in the circulation _in vivo (Glomset, 1980).

The findings in this study most likely describe a cross
section of the many HDL subspecies that have been proposed

to circulate in fasting human plasma. The subfractions



elutec at lower salt concentration (one and two were found
to have higher free cholesterol and triglyceride content and
a lower C/UC ratio than subfractions three and four.

The first two subfractions thus resembled the subfractions
isolated from HDL2 by chromatography on hydroxylapatite

(ostner and Holasek, 1977). On the other hand, the sub-
fractions that eluted at higher salt concentration with
relatively lower apoAI/apoAII ratio and higher CE/CU ratio
were similar to HDL3 subfractions reported by the same
investigators. The data from gel filtration experiements
further supports this possibility since subfractions one
and two had a considerably higher molecular weight than
subfractions three and four (Table V). The association of
endogenous LCAT activity with subfraction four (found to be
similar to HDL3 ) further supports the idea that LCAT
circulates in plasma as a HDL complex. Earlier reports
have concluded that most of the enzyme activity was associated
with HDL3 and VHDL fractions (Fielding and Field, 1971; Lacko
et al., 1974). Recently, Fielding and Fielding (1980) sug-
gested that the existence of a complex consisting of one molecule
of apoAl and two molecules of apoD and one molecule of LCAT.
This complex apparently accounted for all the LCAT and 20 per
cent of the apoD in the plasma. Findings of these studies agree
reasonably well with the data of Fielding and Fielding since
subfraction four contains all the LCAT activity and about
30 per cent of the apoD molecules (Figure 5, and Table VI.
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In order to study the LCAT substrate potential of the

isolated HDL subfractions, aliquots of purified enzyme were

incubated with, the isolated HDL subfractions and the LCAT

activity was assessed by measuring the rate of esterification

of the free cholesterol in these subfractions. The results

of these experiments are shorn in Figure 7. Subfraction

four was found to react most efficiently with the purified

LCAT preparation. This subfraction has the highest esterified

to free cholesterol ratio, the lowest apo AI to apo AII ratio,

the second highest phospholipid to unesterified cholesterol

ratio and the lowest molecular weight among the isolated

subfractions. The last parameter may be of a significance.

Indeed, results from Glomset's laboratory indicated earlier

that the "small" HDL may be the best substrate for the

enzyme (Glomset, 1972) and Fielding and Fielding (1971)

also found the smaller HDL3 particles to be better substrates

for LCAT than unfractionated HDL or HDL2. It remains to be

established whether the favorable arrangement of lipid

substrate(s) or the presence of some yet unrecognized

cofactor (s) enabled the smaller particles (HDL 3 ) to serve

as superior substrate for LCAT.

Numerous studies have been conducted with artificial

substrates aiming to elucidate the factors that might control
the rate of the LCAT reaction in vivo. These investigations

have established some of the factors that control the
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specificity of the enzyme in Vitro; however, the relevance

of these studies to cholesterol esterification in vivo has
yet to be established, Fielding et al. (1972) found that a
lecithin.to-cholesterol molar ratio of approximately 3:1 was

most favorable for the LCAT reaction and that excess amounts

of triglycerides and cholesterol esters were inhibitory in a
lecithin/cholesterol/apoAl liposome system. Using single
bilayer vesicles as substrates, Chung et al. (1979) showed
that apoAII, due to its greater affinity for the lipid sur-
face, inhibited the LCAT reaction in the presence of phos-
pholipids, cholesterol and apoAI. Furthermore, they reasoned
that the apoAI/apoAII ratio at the vesicle surface could
control the rate of the LCAT reaction in vitro.

Fielding and Fielding (1971) on the other hand showed that
HDL3 was a considerably better substrate than HDL2 even though
the apoAI/apoAII ratio is higher in HDL2 than in HDL3
(Kostner et al., 1974). Further, Pinon et al. (1980) found
the relatively apoAl rich HDL2 particles to be inhibitors of
LCAT. My data showed no correlation between LCAT activity
and the phospholipid/cholesterol or the apoAI/apoAII ratio
(Table V). However, two of the studied parameters, the
CE/UC ratio (positively) and the molecular weight of the HDL
fractions (negatively) showed some correlation with LCAT
activity. Of these two latter relationships, the correlation
between the CE/UC ratio and LCAT activity might be fortuitous.
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The enrichment in cholesterol esters may reflect prior associa-
tion of the particles with LCAT. Alternatively, the relatively

low ester content of the high molecular weight particles could

be the result of preceding transfer of cholesterol esters to
other classes of lipoproteins (Rose, 1978). There appears to
be some discrepancy in the correlation between LCAT activity

and phospholipid/cholesterol, CE/UC and apoAI/apoAii ratio-.

However, this can be best explained by considering that these
studies, Fielding et al. (1971), and Pinon et al. (1980)

employed plasma HDL subfractions while Chung et al. (1979)

used artificial lipid/protein complexes for their studies.

It must be emphasized that physio-chemical properties and

overall morphologies of artificial lipid/protein substrates

are quite different from those of plasma HDL. Therefore, it
is not surprising that LCAT shows differential reactivity
towards these two types of substrates.
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